ALGORITHMS OF NONSTATIONARY REGRESSION
ESTIMATION IN SIGNALS PROCESSING
O.V. Krasotkina, V.V. Mottl, A.V. Kopylov1.
A formal problem statement of nonstationary regression estimation in the
case of constraints restricted the instant vector of regression coefficients is
considered. This statement brings to the constrained quadratic
optimization problem with pair-wise separable goal function. We produce
two algorithms for optimization of such goal function: one based on
quickest descent method and second based on dynamic programming
algorithm. Both proposed algorithms have linear computational
complexity in contrast to polynomial computational complexity of the
quadratic programming problem of general kind.
Introduction
The variational approach [1] to constructing models of the nonstationary signals
is a natural way of their parameterization in pattern recognition problems. In [1] it is
considered a sufficiently wide class of problems of signals analysis along of axis of
discrete argument Y  ( yt , t  1,..., N ) , in which it is required for all point t to
estimate the current values of sufficiently smoothly changing vector parameter
X  (xt , t  1,...,N ) of certain local model. Such problems are particular case of
nonstationary regression estimation problem. The problem of definition of
nonstationary regression coefficients are set in [2] as quadratic optimization problem
with pair-wise separable goal function
N
N
(1)
J ( X )  t 1  t (x t )  t  2  t (x t 1 , x t ) ,
which are structured as sums of partial functions, each of which depends only on one
or two neighboring arguments. The natural way for the optimization of objective
function of such a kind is the dynamic programming method [3]. In [2], the dynamic
programming method is extended to the case of continues variables for quadratic
objective functions by means introducing the concept of quadratic Bellman function.
In addition, the concepts of the left and right Bellman functions are introduced and a
new more efficiently dynamic programming procedure is offered. These procedure is
called by authors “forward and against forward” procedure.
In applied problems there are often the natural constraints restricted the sought
sequence of estimates. The goal of this paper is investigating realizability of dynamic
programming procedure in the case of equality or non-equality constraints.
Non-stationary regression estimation problem under constraints
In this paper we consider a particular case of nonstationary regression problem
with linear constraints when constraints are bring to sequence of separate constraints
on each vector variable x t  R n , t  1,..., N :
A t x t  c t  0 ,.
(2)
(3)
Bt xt  ft  0 .
Let us call the minimization problem of quadratic pair-wise separable objective
function (1) with constraints (2)-(3) as pair-wise separable quadratic programming.
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Let there are m non-equality and k , k  n linearly independent equality. The presence
only equality constraints do not complicate the problem. To overcome the presence of
equality constraints it is enough to reduce the number of sought variables by k and
treat as unknown only n  k variable xt  ( x1t ,...,xtnk )T  Rnk , and others k are
evaluated from (3). This denomination can be expressed in following form
(4)
x t  Dxt  d .
It can easily shown that such transformation leads to separable criterion absolutely
equivalent to the criterion (1), and this criterion can be easily optimize by means
dynamic programming procedure “forward and against forward”.
Let in addition to equality constraints there are non-equality constraints in our
problem. Substitution the (4) in constraint (3) give equivalent system of inequalities
for new variable x t
(5)
At xt  ct  0 , A t  A t Dt  n  (n  k ) , ct  A t d t  c t  R n .
Therefore nonstationary regression estimation problem by both equality and nonequality constraints is lead to quadratic programming problem, consisted in
minimization quadratic pair-wise separable objective function only with inequality
constraints (5) restricted each variable individually. In this case minimization
procedure in definition and main property Bellman function [2] both left and right is
realized under constraints (5):





 J~t ( x t )  min  t ( x t )   t ( x t 1 , x t )  J~t1 ( x t 1 )   t ( x t )  Ft ( x t ),

g i ( xt 1 )0
i 1,..., n

(6)
~
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 J t (x t )  min  t ( x t )   t 1 ( x t , x t 1 )  J t 1 ( x t 1 )   t ( x t )  Ft ( x t ) .
g i ( x N )0


i 1,..., n
~
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functions
Fi (x i )  min  t (x i 1 , x i )  J i1 (x i 1 ) ,
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g ( xi 1 , xi )0
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g ( xi 1 , xi )0



~
J i1 (x i 1 ) are non-quadratic, because, first, the previous

~
~
Bellman functions J i1 (x i 1 ) and J i1 (x i 1 ) are also non-quadratic and, second, they

are formed by minimization under constraints. Therefore, in this case, the whole
~
~
Bellman functions J i (x i ) and J i (x i ) will also be non-quadratic. This fact makes
impossible numerical realization of the dynamic programming procedure, since the
recurrent recalculation of parameters of the Bellman functions at each step becomes
impossible.
The quickest descent method for pair-wise separable quadratic programming
problem with inequality constraints
The first algorithm proposed in this problem is iterative and realized the quickest
descent method for dual problem solution. The more complicated step of this
algorithm is computing gradient of dual function on each iteration. Sought gradient is
defined by minimization of Lagrangian function with Lagrangian coefficients
obtained on previous step and without constraints. It can be easily shown, that in this
case Lagrangian function is pair-wise separable and quadratic. Therefore its minimum
point can be defined by means dynamic programming procedure “forward and against
forward”, which computational complexity is proportional to the number of variable
N . Therefore computational complexity of iterative algorithm of pair-wise separable
quadratic programming is equivalent multifold using dynamic programming
procedure with linear computational complexity and number of using is equal to
number of iteration.

Approximate “forward and against forward” procedure of dynamic
programming
Nevertheless, if we suppose that previous Bellman functions are quadratic, then
the functions Fi (x i ) and Fi (x i ) can be obtained as result of minimization of
respective quadratic functions under linear constraints (5). Both these functions and
corresponding Bellman functions are not quadratic only because of the presence of
non-equalities in constraints (5).
We consider here one way of overcoming this obstacle, namely, approximate
realization of dynamic programming procedure, that consists in substituting functions
Fi  (x i ) and Fi  (x i ) by appropriate quadratic functions
Fi(xi )  bi  (xi  xi )T Qi (xi  xi )  Fi  (xi ), Fi(xi )  bi (xi  xi )T Qi (xi  xi )  Fi  (xi ).
When such a substitution is done, the next Bellman functions will be quadratic
(9), an approximate version of the dynamic programming procedure “forward against
forward” will be possible.
Conclusion
In this paper two algorithms for the problem of pair-wise quadratic programming
are proposed. Both algorithms have linear computational complexity in constraint to
polynomial computational complexity of algorithms for quadratic programming
problem of general kind. The first iterative algorithm is asymptotically exact and is
based on quickest descent method with dynamic programming procedure on each
step. Second non-iterative algorithm is approximate and based on single using of
general dynamic programming procedure with replacing non-quadratic Bellman
functions by their quadratic approximation. The dependence of time, expended on
estimation of non-stationary coefficients sequence, from sequence length N .
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